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Hero Boy TO BE RELEASED ON October 28th 2016
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – 10/01/16 – Crowned Daemon Studios has announced a release date for
their first game, Hero Boy. Hero Boy is a hybrid brawler/horror game being released for PC, Mac and
Linux (other platforms to be determined at a later date).

“With Hero Boy we tried a lot of unusual things and we're interested to see how they all play out! We'd
like to thank everyone who's been following the production and taken interest in what we're attempting
here!”
- Christoper Arnold, Founder of Crowned Daemon Studios

In Hero Boy players play as Max, an eight year old boy thrust into the middle of a zombie apocalypse. As
Max's world gets thrown upside down, his notebook and drawings become his journal of everything he
sees. You will have to fight through hordes of enemies, both real and imagined, and face your fears in
order to gain the courage necessary to protect your family.
Some features of the game include:


A unique crayon-drawing art style and mixed-media aesthetic that captures the feel of a young
boy's notebook.



Intense beat-em-up combat with a variety of combo moves and devastating special attacks.



A personal, heartfelt story about a young boy's attempts to face his fears and learn the true
meaning of heroism.



A unique, offbeat original soundtrack from composer Paul Wiele

For more information, please visit our website at www.crowneddaemonstudios.net or follow us on
social media (twitter: @CrownedDaemon facebook: /CrownedDaemonStudios).

About Crowned Daemon Studios
Crowned Daemon Studios is comprised of four friends with a passion for three things: story-telling,
video games, and smooth jazz. They’re inspired in particular by 80s science fiction, traditional animation,
and 1940s media. They think games are destined to become the optimal media for engaging storytelling,
and want to lead the charge!
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GAME PROFILE
GENRE: Horror/Beat-em-up
TARGET AUDIENCE: Teens and up
CONTENT RATING: E10
PLAYER COUNT: 1
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE: $5 USD
PERIPHERALS: N/A
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Windows 7 or later/Snow Leopard or later/Ubuntu 9.10 or later
3ghz or better processor
1024 MB of memory or more
Intel HD 3000/Radeon HD 5450/Nvidia GeForce 510 or better
3 gigs of disk space
Any sound card that can handle .ogg files

FEATURES
UNIQUE ART STYLE
INTENSE GAMEPLAY
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
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